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Abstract. This paper introduces dimensional and numerical investigation of the problem of solute transport within the two-phase 
flow in a porous cavity. The model consists of momentum equations (Darcy’s law), mass (saturation) equation, and solute transport 
equation. The cavity boundaries are constituted by mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. The governing equations have 
been converted into a dimensionless form such that a group of dimensionless physical numbers appear including Lewis, Reynolds, 
Bond, capillary, and Darcy numbers. A time-splitting multiscale scheme has been developed to treat the time derivative 
discretization. Also, we use the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition to adapt the time step size. The pressure is 
calculated implicitly by coupling Darcy’s law and the continuity equation, then, the concentration equation is solved implicitly. 
Numerical experiments have been conducted and the effects of the dimensionless numbers have been on the saturation, 
concentration, pressure, velocity, and Sherwood number have been investigated. 
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1. Introduction 

The topic of solute transport in porous media has many applications such as environment, geophysics and petroleum/chemical 
engineering. For example, solute transport with fluid flow in porous media are commonly used in tracer transport tests to check 
the interconnectivity of production wells in oil reservoirs. Also, the contaminant transport in underground due to chemical wastes 
storages is extremely important in environmental applications. In order to understand the behavior of solute transport in 
underground, the mathematical modeling and simulation is the best way to do handle it. The modeling of solute transport through 
porous media has been built based on continuum theory to derive the governing differential equations. There are different 
approaches to model solute transport in porous media such as Markov theory of kinematic approache with statistical 
thermodynamics and continuum mechanics approache [1]. The solute transport model has been solved using different approach 
from analytical solutions (e.g. [2, 3]) to numerical solutions (e.g. [4, 21, 22]). In fact, there are a large number of research papers that 
tackle solute transport physics in porous media and its heterogeneity [23] and diverse applications [24, 25]. However, to obtain an 
analytical solution, the model is usually simplified, which causes that the model loses some of its functionality to describe the 
physical phenomenon correctly. So, it was worthy to looking for numerical solutions that are able to provide full simulation of the 
physical problem under consideration. On the other hand, a numerical solution has its own difficulties which one needs to 
overcome and develops the robust numerical methods. There are two key numerical techniques that treat the temporal 
discretization in the problems of flow and transport in porous media, including the IMplicit Pressure Explicit Saturation (IMPES) 
method, and the fully-implicit one. The IMPES method is much faster than the fully implicit method, however, it has less stability 
due to the explicit treatment of the capillary pressure term and mobility coefficients. On the other hand, the fully-implicit scheme 
takes so much time, but is unconditionally stable. The IMPES scheme solves the pressure equation implicitly, while treats the 
saturation equation explicitly. Some researchers [5-8] expanded the IMPES method to treat more implicit equations such as the 
solute and/or heat equation. Also, significant improvements are added to the IMPES methods such as the research work in Refs. [9-
12, 20]. The time-splitting multiscale strategies have been used with IMPES method and its different versions and other extensions 
as well [13-18, 27].      

The square (porous) cavity is usually used as a benchmark geometry to test fluid flow and heat/mass transfer numerical 
problems. A significant amount of research work has been done in literature to investigate the heat transfer behavior in in a porous 
cavity [28]-[32]. For example, El-Amin and Abbdel-Naeem [26] developed a numerical technique to solve the problem of 
nonisothermal two-Phase flow in a porous cavity. Also, El-Amin et al. [33] studied the effects of magnetic field on ferromagnetic 
fluids associated with heat transfer in a porous cavity.  

In the current work, we use the approach of continuum mechanics to develop governing differential equations. The governing 
equations which describe the solute transport with two-phase flow in porous media has been provided, then transformed into a 
dimensionless form. The non-dimensional equations include several physical numbers such as Lewis, Reynolds, Bond, capillary 
and Darcy numbers. We develop an adaptive time-splitting scheme to be combined with IMPES and Implicit concentration (i.e., 
IMPCES) algorithm to solve the problem under consideration. The cell-centered finite difference (CCFD) method has been used for 
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the spatial discretization [19]. The CFL stability condition has been used to achieve the adaptivity of the time step-size. The effects 
of Lewis, Reynolds, Bond, capillary and Darcy number on the local Sherwood, concentration, velocity, pressure and saturation are 
discussed in the results. 

2. Analysis 

Referring to the sketch of the problem in Fig. 1, one may notice that all the cavity walls are kept at low concentration, ��, except 
the inlet is kept at high concentration, ��. 

The problem of two-phase fluids flow in heterogeneous porous media is presented in this section. The two fluids are assumed 
to be incompressible and immiscible. The model which governs the physical phenomena is given by the conservation laws of 
momentum and mass (saturation equation). Thus, the momentum equation is represented by Darcy's law with Boussinesq 
approximation as, 

�� = − �	
 
�


 �∇�� + ��
�1 − �∗�� − ����� ,   � = �,   (1) 

In the Boussinesq approximation, the density is given by, 

�
 = �
�1 − �∗�� − ����,    � = �,    

such that  �∗ is the expansion coefficient which is given by, 

 �∗ = − 1
�
,!

"�

"# ,   � = �,    

The continuity (mass-conservation) equation of the two-phase is represented by the two saturation equations, 

$ %&'
%( + ∇ ∙ �� = *
 ,   � = �,              (2) 

Assuming that the solute exists only the wetting phase, the solute transport equation can be written in the form, 

$ %�&+��
%( + ∇ ∙ ��,# − -∇#� = *�            (3) 

The summation of the saturation of the two phases is one, thus,  

∑ /

 = 1,  � = �,               

where $[−], �� [m/s] and �
 [Kg/78], /
[−] are, respectively, the porosity, velocity, fluid density, and saturation of the phase �. The 
wetting phase is denoted by w, and the nonwetting one by  �, while / refers to the solid. 9([m8/s],  and � are the heat source 
term, the permeability and the gravitation acceleration, respectively. ��, �	
 , �
  refer to the pressure, relative permeability, and 
viscosity, respectively. *
 and *� are the external source/sink terms. 

3. Dimensionless Analysis 

The following non-dimensional variables are presented, 

�=, >� = �?,@�
A , �=B , >B� = �?+,@+�

A , �C, D� = �E,F�
G , H = I(

JGK , ∅ = MNMO
MPNMO

, Q = &+N&R+
SN&TU+N&R+

               (4) 

/VB is the irreducible saturation and /	WB is the residual saturation of the nonwetting phase, such that, 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1.  Therefore, the 
capillary pressure and its gradient can be expressed as,  

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the 2D square porous cavity. 
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�� = Z �J
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Now, let us use the following nondimensional physical parameters, 

-cS de = [\ Ke

G , fgB = h+G
I , ig = 


j, kl = ∆n'oGK

_ , #cB = p+h+
_ , -c = [

GK              

where #cB is the capillary number, Da is the Darcy number, fgB is the Reynolds number,  Le is the Lewis number, and Bo is the 
Bond number. 

The governing eqs. (1) – (3) become in the dimensionless form as follows: 
 
Saturation equation, 

 %b
%q + jr\ Ke .  tu

�r+
 v ^ ∙  w[T+x  &y zU+x �SN&�{ 

z+x&y|zU+x�SN&�{ }$
\
K  `a�b�

`b ^Q − -cS de  kl~� = 9B            (6) 

Concentration equation,  

%�bz|&R+�∅
%q + ^ ∙ �=B∅ − S

�u ^∅� = 9�            (7) 

 
where 

7 = �1 − /	WB − /VB�, 9B = GK

Iz *B , v = S
z , 9� = GK

I�MPNMO� *�, 7B = [T+ 
p+

, 7WB =  [TU+ 
pW+

, 7B = 7B�/r , 7WB = 7WB��1 − /��  , 7B� =
[T+x

p+
.            

 

 
The boundary conditions in dimensionless form become, 

Left wall:   ∅VW = 1, = = =VW, C =  0, 0 ≤ D ≤ 1, ∅ = 0, %�
%� = 0     

Bottom wall:     0 ≤  C ≤  1, D =  0, � =  0, ∅ = 0, � = �!  
Right wall:       C =  1, 0 ≤  D ≤ 1,   � =  0, ∅ = 0, � = �!  
Top wall:         0 ≤  C ≤  1, D =  1, � =  0, ∅ = 0, � = �! 

 
In eq. (2), adding the saturation equation for the two-phase (wetting and nonwetting), the pressure equation given as, 

^ ∙ �( = −^ ∙ 7(�^��B + ��
�1 −  �∗�� − ���� − ^ ∙  7W�^��� +  �∆�
�1 −  �∗�� − ����� = *(            (8) 

where �� = �, + �� is the total velocity, ���Q� =  �W − �B is the capillary pressure, *( = *B + *W is the total source mass transfer, 

∆� = �W − �B, �B = z+
z�

 is the flow fraction, 7( = [T'
p'

 is the phase mobility, and 7( = 7B + 7W is the total mobility.  

 
Adding eq. (6) to eq. (2) gives the water pressure equation as, 

%b
%q − 9B = −^ ∙ �B�^ ��B + ��
�1 − �∗�� − �����            (9) 

where �B =  GKz+
I�SN&TU+N&R+�.  

 
Hence the saturation equation can be updated by the following, 

"Q
"H − 9B = −^ ∙ ����a� 

(10) 

where �B = �B�� = −∇ ∙ �B�∇��B + ��
�1 − �∗�� − ��� � �. 
 

The capillary pressure has been given by the formula, �� = −�` log Q, is the normalized saturation, �` is the entry pressure. The 
relative permeabilities are given as, �	B = �	B

! /B
d , �	W = �	W

! �1 − /B�d, such that, �	B
! = �	B�/B = 1�, and �	W

! = �	W�/B = 1�. 
The diffusion-dispersion tensor is given by, 

- = $/BH�-�	 + -`V&��             (11) 

where H is the tortuosity parameter of the water phase. k� is the diffusion of Brownian. -`V&� is the coefficient of dispersion which 
is given by, 

$/BH-`V&� = �(,B|�B|� + ���,B − �(,B� �+�+�

|�+|              (12) 

Thus, 
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- = �$/BH-�	 + �(,B|�B|�� + ���,B − �(,B� �+�+�

|�+|              (13) 

where ��,B and �(,B are the dispersion coefficients. 
 
The local surface mass fluxes, �E, �F may be given by, 

�E = −- %M
%��

��!
,     �F = −- %M

%��
��!

             (14) 

Therefore, the local Sherwood number becomes, 

Qℎ� =  ¡�¡
�M+NM¢�[ = − S

�M+NM¢�
%∅
%��

��!
,     Qℎ� =  £�£

�M+NM¢�[ = − S
�M+NM¢�

%∅
%��

��!
             (15) 

4. Numerical Method 

The time‐splitting method splits the time interval into some subintervals based on how fast the variation in physics, thus, the 

pressure equation has bigger time-step size than the time-step size of saturation and concentration. Therefore, the outer time 

interval, [0, T], of pressure is divided into a number of ¤� time-steps, i.e., 0 = ¥! < ¥S < ⋯ < ¥¨©�ª, ∆¥[ = ¥[|S − ¥[. Then, each outer 

interval, �¥[ , ¥[|S�, is divided into ¤�,& subintervals to suite saturation variation, i.e., �¥[ , ¥[|S� =∪��!
¨©,¬\ �¥[,� , ¥[,�|S�. The upper level of 

time discretization is for concentration because its variation is faster than saturation. So, each subinterval �¥[,� , ¥[,�|S� can be 

partitioned into ¤�,&,� subsubintervals as, �¥[,� , ¥[,�|S� =∪z�!
¨©,¬,O\ �¥[,�,z, ¥[,�,z|S�. It is noteworthy that the initial time-step of saturation 

is taken same as of the pressure, i.e., ∆t¯,! = ∆t¯, and the initial time-step of concentration is the same as the one of saturation, 

i.e., ∆t¯,°,! = ∆t¯,°. If CFL´,µ > 1 or CFL´,· >  1, the concentration time-step will be divided into smaller steps, then, CFL´,µ and CFL´,· 

will be recalculated based on the new time-step and so on until reach CFL´,µ < 1 and CFL´,· < 1. Similar technique can be used for 

saturation time-step adaptation using CFL¸,· and CFL¸,·. 
For the time-derivative of the equations of concentration, the backward Euler time discretization has been used [9, 14, 20, 27]. 

Also, we linearize the function of the capillary pressure by saturation, i.e., 

���/B
∗ � ≅ ���/B

[ � + ��
º �/B

[ �[/B
[|S − /B

[ ]            (16) 

which can be written as, 

���7Q∗ + /VB� ≅ ���7Q + /VB�[ + ��
º �7Q + /VB�[[�7Q + /VB�[|S − �7Q + /VB�[]            (17) 

where ��
º  is the derivative of ��. The quantity, [�7Q + /VB�[|S − �7Q + /VB�[], can be calculated from the saturation equation as, 

 [�7Q + /VB�[|S − �7Q + /VB�[] = ∆H[ }9B
»|¼ − ^ ∙ �B�Q[��^ ��B

[|S + ��B�1 − �∗��[|S − �����~            (18) 

Therefore, the pressure equation becomes, 

−^ ∙ �(�Q[��^��B
[|S + ��B�1 − �∗��[|S − ���� − ^ ∙ �W�Q[��^����Q∗� + ��B�1 − �∗��[|S − ����� = *(

[|S
            (19) 

  

Fig. 2. Saturation distribution for Le=0.3, -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 and 
-c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 

Fig. 3. Concentration distribution for Le=0.3, -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 and 
-c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 
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Fig. 4. Pressure distribution for Le=0.3, -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 and -c!.½ kl =
0.00001. 

Fig. 5. Velocity distribution for Le=0.3, -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 and 
-c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 

 
The water pressure �B is obtained by solving the coupled system (17)-(19) implicitly. Then, the saturation is obtained explicitly 

using, 

b¾,¿À\Nb¾,¿

∆q¿ + ^. ��B
[�r

[|S� = 9B
[,�|S

            (20) 

The concentration equation is computed implicitly as, 

b¾À\∅¾,¿,ÁÀ\ÂNb¾∅¾,¿,ÁÂ
∆qÁ + ^ ∙ ��B

»|¼∅[,�,z|S − S
�u ^∅[,�,z|S� = 9�

[,�,z|S
            (21) 

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition is utilized here to adapt the time-step size for each physical variable by 
holding CFL<1. The CFLs for the saturation equations in dimensionless form are, 

�Ãib,� = Ä$ �¡∆q¾,¿

∆� ,    �Ãib,� = Ä$ �Å∆q¾,¿

∆�             (22) 

The concentration equation in dimensionless form are given by, 

�ÃiM,� = Ä$ �¡∆q¾,¿,Á

∆� ,    �ÃiM,� = Ä$ �Å∆q¾,¿,Á

∆�             (23) 

5. Results and Discussions 

In Table 1, we provid error estimations for the numerical solutions, namely, saturation and concentration with different given 
outer time-step number k. The reference solutions were calculated at a single point in the domain after 2000 time step. It is clear 
that decreases as number k increases.  

 

Fig. 6. Effects of Lewis number (Le=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) on the concentration at -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 and -c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 
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Table 1. Error estimation of saturation and concentration for different number of time steps k. 

k ÆQW|S,[|S − Q	WÆ Æ�W|S,[|S − �	WÆ 

100 0.0191 0.0088 
200 0.0160 0.0056 
500 0.0148 0.0024 

800 0.0109 0.0018 

 

Fig. 7. Effects of Lewis number (Le=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) on the local Sherwood number at -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 and -c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 

 

Fig. 8. Effects of -c!.½ fg/#cBon the pressure at Le=0.3 and -c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 

A square cavity of dimension 1×1 m is discretized into 20×20 rectangular cells have been used to obtain some numerical tests 
for the problem under investigation. The results of concentration, velocity, pressure, saturation, and local Sherwood number under 
the effects of Lewis number, and the two dimensionless coefficients -c!.½ fg/#cB and -c!.½ kl have been calculated and presented 
in graphs. The range of the parameters are  0.1≤ Le ≤ 0.9, 0.9 ≤ -c!.½ fg/#cB ≤ 1.1 and 0.00001 ≤ -c!.½ kl ≤ 0.1. The contours of 
saturation, concentration, pressure and velocity are presented in Figs. 2-5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the saturation 
distribution is high around the inlet region and gradually decreases as it gets farther. Concentration profiles in the square cavity 
are plotted in Fig. 3. From this figure, it can be seen that there is a reduction in concentration everywhere but it is still high at the 
inlet region, thus, the concentration decreases gradually from the inlet location to the far-field. The pressure distribution is plotted 
in Fig. 4. The pressure is high close to the inlet and decreases gradually from as it gets farther. The velocity distribution has been 
plotted in Fig. 5 which shows that the maximum value of velocity occurs along the central portion of the left wall where the inlet 
exists and decreases as we move away from the inlet.  

Figures 6 and 7 depicts the influences of Lewis number (Le) on the concentration and local Sherwood number for -c!.½ fg/#cB =
1 and -c!.½ kl = 0.00001 for different Lewis number (Le=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). It can be seen that with Le increasing, the concentration 
and local Sherwood number increase. The effects of the parameter, -c!.½ fg/#cB, on the pressure, concentration, and velocity are 
demonstrated in Figs. 8 – 10, respectively, for Le=0.3, -c!.½ kl = 0.00001 with different -c!.½ fg/#cB (= 0.9, 1, 1.1 ). It can be observed 
from these figures that the concentration and pressure increase while -c!.½ fg/#cB  decreases, but the velocity increases as 
-c!.½ fg/#cB  increases. The effects of the parameter, -c!.½ kl  on the pressure are demonstrated in Fig. 11 for Le=0.3 and 
 -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1 with -c!.½ kl = 0.00001, 0.001, 0.1. It can be observed that the pressure decreases while -c!.½ kl increases.  

6. Conclusion 

In the present work, the problem of solute transport with two-phase flow in a porous cavity into has been investigated.  First, 
the model of the problem under consideration has been developed. Second, we developed a group of transformations to transform 
governing equations into dimensionless form. The nondimensional governing equations are solved numerically using adaptive 
multiscale time-stepping scheme. The multiscale scheme is mainly managed by evaluating CFL conditions (CFLS,X, CFLS,Y, CFLC,X, 
CFLC,Y) and satisfy CFL< 1 at each sup-step to adapt the time-step size for each physics. The CCFD method has been used to discretize 
the governing equations. Some numerical experiments have been presented to test the effects of Lewis, Reynolds, Bond, capillary 
and Darcy number on temperature, concentration, pressure, velocity, saturation, and local Sherwood number. 
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Fig. 9. Effects of -c!.½ fg/#cB on the concentration at Le=0.3 and -c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 

 

Fig. 10. Effects of -c!.½ fg/#cB on the velocity at Le=0.3 and -c!.½ kl = 0.00001. 

 

Fig. 11. Effects of -c!.½ kl on the pressure at Le=0.3 and -c!.½ fg/#cB = 1. 
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